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Abstract
Thanks to independent advances in language and image generation we could soon be in the position to
have systems that communicate with humans by combining language and images in their output, a skill
that humans do not possess (we receive, but do not produce images at high speed). The paper explores
some of the implications of this idea: which kinds of data sets need to be developed to train such systems,
in which cases language and images could be most usefully integrated and which issues could arise on
the image generation and language+image integration side.
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1. Introduction: a superhuman task

Human beings acquire information about their environment in two ways: by witnessing it
through the senses, directly or indirectly (seeing a car crash, hearing the noise, smelling gasoline
etc.) or by obtaining reports through language (hearing that a car has crashed, when/how it
happened, etc.). Our input may be multimodal, but the main distinction is between symbol-
mediated information (language and other communication codes) and any type of (direct)
sensory information.

When we turn to the output, to the way our species produces information for others to
understand, the choice is remarkably narrower. We have evolved to produce language and body
postures (gestures), interactively and at high speed; we have not evolved to be able to show
the specific way in which a car crashed, or imitate the exact noise its breaks made. If we use
gestures to try to convey an iconic aspect, the result is understood to be an approximation: the
way I move my hand may be indicative of the way the car slid, but a number of other aspects
remain unexpressed.

Time and technology have helped us narrow the gap between our inputs and outputs. Given
enough time (and skills that many people with a good use of language don’t often have) we can
draw what happened, make graphs of the car’s deceleration or create physical models of all
the objects involved. Affordable cell phone technology now allows witnesses to take pictures
or videos, vastly expending our possibility of showing, not just telling, what took place. This,
however, does not extend to what did not happened, or has not happened yet. I can explain
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how (maybe, eventually) Starships will land on Mars, but showing this graphically requires
professional video makers and special effects.

The goal of this piece is to point out that AI systems from the near future will not have
these limitations: they could in principle be able to produce language and still images (soon,
moving images and ‘stage noises’), mixing them in any way we can imagine and in many we
cannot (yet). Moreover, this mix could be fast enough to take place in dialogue: a chatbot could
answer my questions with an image accompanied by verbal explanations, adjust the image if it
is unclear, answer my questions by expanding details, link referring expressions to points in the
picture, render focus by unblurring parts, making sections transparent or adjusting colors, etc.
None of these capabilities exist in humans: gestures are too generic, photos are restricted in
style and possibly too detailed, drawing is too slow to be usable without interrupting the flow
of the conversation. Put otherwise, combining language and images in on-line generation is a
task in which AI systems not from the realm of science-fiction (due to independent advances in
language generation and image generation, see Sec. 2) could very soon achieve superhuman
abilities and produce actually useful output.1

This unique status comes, of course, with a number of problems. The aspects where NLP
or artificial vision have historically progressed the fastest are those where they could leverage
huge datasets, annotated via crowd-sourcing & bootstrapping. Humans do create combinations
of images and texts in various contexts and with various purposes, but these contexts and
purposes appear to be a small subset of the cases where it would be useful for an AI to generate
what I am going to call I+L (Images+Language): none of these contexts and cases is both fast
and interactive.

The problem of creating systems that can output both language and images has actually been
around since the 80ies (see [2]) often under the name Multimodal Output Generation (MOG,
see [3]). In the previous literature, however, it was seen as a procedural problem: finding the
bast way to combine textual explanations with either pre-stored materials (e.g. product pictures,
see [4], medical images, etc.) or data-generated graphs [2]. The perceived central issue was
planning what to serve where, and in which modality. Machine learning, when present, was
used to find the best combination of the two modalities [5], not as a way to generate either of
them. To take advantage of the additional possibilities given by modern generation models we
need to turn our attention to three aspects: I+L Training, I+L Theory and I+L Input. This paper
gives an overview of some of the issues that arise within these domains, mostly seen from the
vantage point of language and linguistics.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 gives a landscape of the current AI models the I+L
idea builds on, and discusses the (lack of) current datasets. In Sec. 3 I highlight some questions
raised by the development of I+L models. Sec. 4 discusses possible ways to develop training
materials, while a few linguistic issues arising from the combination of images and language
are discussed in Sec. 5.

1As a side note, no deepfakes are possible at this level: a system that is seen answering questions by producing
intertwined text and images could not be mistaken for a human production simply because no human could
accomplish this feat. Of course, the final output could raise the same issues or authorship and attribution as other
artificial creations, and give raise to the security concerns raised by its individual constituents.



2. Background and middle-hanging fruits

The possibility of generating I+L builds on recent advances in a number of neighbouring tasks:
language generation (OpenAI’s GPT3, [6], Google’s PaLM, [7], META’s OPT, [8], etc.), text-
to-image (T2I) models (GLIDE, [9], DALL-E, [10]), text&image-to-image generation [11] and
multiple-round image editing with language [12, 13, 14]. Many of these advances have been
made possible by a move from annotated images datasets such as ImageNet [15] or MS-COCO
[16] to image embeddings like CLIP [17], trained on image-text matching collected on a huge
scale. CLIP does not have a limited vocabulary and has been shown to improve VQA tasks [18],
including image captioning [19], another task quite relevant for I+L. Other advances come from
applying to image generation the textual embeddings developed by very recent, large-scale
language models (e.g. T5 in IMAGEN, [20]), combined with image upscaling. Given the strict
connection between language and images required by a I+L system, another relevant strand of
research is the one that aims to go from images to comprehensive descriptions, far longer than
typical user-generated captions, either by associating captions to the individual bounding boxes
(Dense Captioning, [21]) or by creating extensive human-readable descriptions from images
(Image Paragraph, [22]). The aim of some of this work is assistive technology for the visually
impaired [23], but they could be very useful to map linguistic descriptions of entities back to
the images, or as part of a circular flow that goes from language to images and back to language
(see Fig. 4).

Overall, the field has seen an extremely fast growth, with new open-source data made available
monthly (e.g. the CLIP-based LAION-5B2 dataset), ongoing efforts to make models trainable
at lower costs [24], and the release of open-source T2I software for low-end hardware (Stable
Diffusion3), which is likely to create a huge pool of testers for future models.

In all the cases considered, however, the goal is to produce images (from text or text+images),
or text which either describes the image (automatic captioning) or uses the image as ground
truth (e.g. in VQA, [25]). These tasks are generalizations drawn from innumerable examples of
text-image associations (in the form of human-generated captions, textual contexts or image
metadata). The goal of the sort of I+L system envisoned here is different: the visual and the
linguistic side of the output should provide contents that are both connected and complementary.
There have been attempts at creating datasets where the text and images are more complemen-
tary (see BD2BB, [26]), but there are many more ways to be complementary than to coincide,
and more systematic ways to generate training materials must be found. At the time of writing,
the Task section of the huge Paperswithcode Dataset4 repository does not contain any task
resembling image and text generation.

One domain where humans routinely combine voice and images are presentations with
slides (Powerpoint©, etc.). Large public slide repositories do exist (e.g. the Slideshare-1M5),
but no dataset that combines the speaker’s voice (or its transcription) with the slide presented.
TED Talks, another possible model of a certain way of combining speech and images, have
been compiled in various machine-learning-friendly forms, but not in one that systematically

2https://laion.ai/blog/laion-5b/
3https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-public-release
4https://paperswithcode.com/datasets
5https://purl.stanford.edu/mv327tb8364
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associates the slides used with the speech (TED Talks6 has voice and videos of the speaker’s
body; TED LIUM 37 only audio and transcripts; the TED Gesture Dataset8 could be used to
teach systems to accompany speech with gestures, but obviously the potential of I+L generation
goes much beyond this).

Next, there are instructional videos (on products, procedures, DIY projects, etc.). These could
provide valuable training material, as long as they do no not (mostly) show the speaker. Turning
them into I+L-training material would involve reducing the video to maximally informative still
frames of the type/resolution that could be matched by current T2I systems, then linking them
to the corresponding voice passages. Note that multiple video frames could be used to generate
a 3D representation of the objects shown (e.g. using NeRF-like techniques, [27]). In this case,
the final dataset would contain a paired combination of text/voice and the 3D embeddings of
the entities mentioned at every point. An I+L system could learn to accompany the text passage
with a single 3D image, giving the listener the possibility to explore it interactively (asking for
rotation, zooming, etc.).

Finally, there are commercial movies, and there are comics. When the former are combined
with storyline datasets like MPST [28] it may be possible to extract still frames that best highlight
specific storyline passages and that could be used for I+L training (see Phenaki9 [29] for an
attempt along this line, with videos, minus the textual output). Unlike with videos, it remains to
be seen if a movie’s storyline is not too coarse to be meaningfully mapped to the still frames. The
case of comics is in a way the literary genre that comes closest to the possible output of a type
of I+L system. The problem, in this cases, is in the very limited range of topics and themes that
the comics literature covers (especially if one wants to exclude copyrighted material). Comics
could be useful to train a I+L system that produces just that — comics, but their utility at large
remains to be proved.

3. Open questions

As we have need, current AI research has a large variety of datasets available for training models,
yet none seems ready and set to be used for I+L development. The questions to address are:

• Which already existing datasets could be repurposed to train I+L?
• Which novel datasets specific for I+L generation should we start developing, and how?
• Can build broad L+I training datasets which can be fine-tuned to specific tasks and

applications?

To create new datasets or help the systems use existing ones in the best way we need to develop
a theory of how I+L should be done. Possible questions to answer are:

• Use cases Which applications could profit the most from the integration of language and
vision, and which aspects of NLP should stick to words alone? An obvious application

6https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/ted-talks
7https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/ted-lium-3
8https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/ted-gesture-dataset
9https://phenaki.video/
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is the generation of fiction: creating a mix of images and written narrative from a story
line, or turning a text-only story into a multimodal narration. We should of course ask
how useful this task really is. As discussed in the context of movies-from-books [30],
depicting narrative can actually stifle mental imagery, standardize places and characters,
and ultimately reduce the appreciation of the story. However, if the generation system
is flexible enough to give the human story creator control over the way the narration is
depicted or the ability to customize the scenes and the look of the characters, the L+I
narration shifts in the direction of film-making, a respectable creative activity. A more
radical option is to give the viewer the possibility of customizing the imagery (changing
style, light, possibly background). This stretches the boundary between creation and
fruition, but also between images and textual narrative (if I can change the illustrations,
why not the story?). Scene customization is in fact a natural extension of the common
practice of letting video-game players choose the likeness of their avatars, though here
the choice is done by presenting compositional alternatives to choose from (“Do you
want this avatar? This style of hair”). Still, avatars represent the self — in the case of
stories generated via a L+I system, it’s much more likely that many viewers would accept
passive fruition. Ultimately, the trade off between the complexity of a system that allows
broad customization and the number of user interested in using it should be carefully
considered.
Storytelling is just only one of many tasks that generation systems could tackle. At
least initially, a more likely candidate for practical I+L systems is the creation of how-to
instructional videos (e.g. “How to replace the battery of your phone.”), descriptions of
possible activities (e.g. a mountain walk created by combining 3D map imagery with
a commentary on difficult steps or things to see; a road trip guide that shows various
possible stops and their attractions), rendering of events for which we have only textual
descriptions, renderings of complex objects (e.g. the 3D view of a device extracted from a
patent description) and probably many other non-obvious applications that will emerge
as the systems mature.

• The focus of interactive communication. Where would the dialogic dimension
add the most value, compared to a static I+L system? Currently, the domain that best
combines NLP and image generation is image editing, where the focus is the image itself.
Current T2I models create images which may be far from their creator’s expectations; the
subfield of Multimodal Image Synthesis and Editing (MISE, see [31] for a recent review)
deals with the best approach to direct the generation process or edit the result. While
many systems use input different from text in the editing stage, high-level linguistic
instructions could be a powerful tool to refine them (e.g., in Fig. 2: “Make the teddy bear
smaller and move it to the center of the zebras.”). The system could answer by modifying
the image (see Sec. 2), but it is easy to see the usefulness of interaction, in clarifications
(“Should the skate also be smaller? Should I keep the bear on focus?”) or explanations
(User: “What is the object on the right?”; System: “A shop.”; “Can you show a specific
type of shop?”, “Which one?”).
Despite the importance of MISE, an important yet undeveloped use case remains that of a
system that provides textual feedback to explain things beyond what an image shows: its
context, or any aspect that cannot be cast visually (see e.g. (1) below). This contrasts with



standard image captioning tasks, where the text describes what the image does show.
The I+L problem is how text and image can be used together to provide information.

• How to deal with cases where language and images interact? A case in point is
anaphoric reference from text to the object in the image. Should for instance objects in
a scene flash or light up when mentioned by the system or by the user? In a modality
where the system sees the user as he or she looks at a screen, how should pointing be
detected and interpreted? (What is this? Can you show the other side of this? [pointing to
a detail in the image]).

• Image-Language Ratio. When contents are rendered as I+L, what is the ideal im-
ages/language ratio? This question has been debated for a long time (see [3]), but it
acquires new depths with the range of possibilities offered by generative AI. Human (off
line) examples go from illustrated novels (text, for the most part) to the intertitles that
occasionally interrupt silent movies (images, for the most part). The ratio could be a
user choice (see [4]), but varying it would forces the system to analyze and structure the
contents differently. Moreover, should the text be voiced, written with/before/after the
image, or both? A theoretical analysis by Stenning and Oberlander [32] suggests that
images, being less abstract, can in many cases facilitate processing, but their conclusions
do not keep into account the cognitive cost of images that are too or not enough specific,
or consistent.

• Level of specificity In many cases, an I+L system could make use of a mix of realistic
and computer-generated materials. How can we clarify to the viewer/listener when an
image tries to give an accurate rendition of a particular scene or object, and when it is a
generic representation, or a mere filler? (In the description of the crash, the picture of the
car is specific, the lamp post it hits, made up).

• Consistency The images produced by the system should remain consistent throughout
the discourse, on pain of confusing the user. For instance, a story about a dog of unspecified
breed should prompt the AI to draw a particular type of dog, but the dog must then remain
of that breed in any subsequent image. There is a trade off between the dialogic dimension
and consistency: information that becomes available in the development of the dialogue
might contradict a random design choice made by the system early on (for instance, the
system might have drawn the mention of a dog as a German shepherd, to later discover
it was supposed to be a chihuahua). If the system has the possibility of processing the
information from whole text beforehand this pitfall can be avoided, but the range of use
cases may be reduced. Similarly, the system should avoid unwanted visual transformation
as it transitions from scene to scene; switching to a mirror-image of the previous scene can
be confusing, and so can changing the visual style and the appearence of the characters.
Yet, variation is the norm in current models, and current solutions around this problem
resolve in bags of tricks10.

Lastly, there are technical aspects related to the input. Among them:

• What kind of input should a I+L generation system receive? Current image generators
create images from text, with a wide margin of variation (Fig. 1), due to the underspec-

10https://mythicalai.substack.com/p/how-to-generate-consistent-characters
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Figure 1: Different realizations of "a large ceramic mug with a left-protruding round handle and
the drawing of a Japanese wave on the side." Source: Stable Diffusion

ification of textual information and to the non-deterministic nature of the generation
algorithms (e.g. diffusion models). Images with a large part made up would be appropriate
when the I+L system is meant to provide a decoration for the text, not when an image
must be a faithful rendering of a description which is grasped more easily in graphic than
in textual form. In this case the input should include images of the specific object that
needs to be represented (see Sec. 4, esp. [33])

• A textual input to the image generation system needs not be normal human language. It
could be language augmented with extremely detailed visual descriptions (on the model
of the text prompts11 used for image generation). But how can this type of input be
provided for training? What is the best image+language input combination?

The answer to these questions is of course conditioned on what is already (potentially) available
on the training side.

4. Dataset-building strategies

It would of course be relatively easy to use existing T2I system to associate images to the text
generated by an automatic system (think of this as a DALL-E-over-GPT3-output approach). In
principle, the process could be carried out at different levels of granularity. At one end, we
could imagine generating images for all noun phrases in the text above a given threshold of
imageability [34]12, then selecting some to be presented alongside the text. At the other end
of the spectrum, one could pass each generated sentence to the T2I generator, then filter the

11https://neuroflash.com/blog/ai-image-generation-prompt-examples/
12It does not make much sense to try and generate images of individual nouns, as opposed to noun phrases. The

ability to select existing images matching a conversation was demoed by Amazon in the re:MARS 2022 keynote.
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Figure 2: A pensive Teddy. Based on DALL-E image ©OpenAI

output in some way. Neither of these extremes are likely to be very useful. What is needed
instead is a splitter that decides which aspects of the input text should be cast in graphic form
and which ones as text, starting from a required text/image ratio that will be low for, say, young
children literature and high for, e.g., philosophy talks. For illustration, consider (1).

(1) a. A teddy bear is standing on a skateboard in Times Square, thinking on how lonely it
appeared during COVID peaks.

b. A teddy bear is standing on a skateboard in Times Square, because it doesn’t have a
wallet to pay the cab.

A graphic/textual splitter should presumably decide that the part in bold should be best express
by language, while the rest can be rendered as an image. Broadly speaking, when the modifier
is not imageable (“a sinful/nostalgic teddy bear”) or its relation with the rest is not transparent
(“Teddy is in Times Square because/when it wants/needs to see people”), it is likely to
be best rendered as text.13 Modifiers that embed disjunction or negation (“The teddy bear
or stuffed dog that didn’t come yesterday reached Times Square instead of its brother,
despite having only a skateboard”) are essentially impossible to render as images alone.

In other cases, the linguistic relation could be easily rendered by segmenting the text in
multiple images: before(/after) in (2) suggest ordering Fig. 2 before (respectively, after) Fig. 3. Or
in (2-b) suggests a composition of Fig. 2 and 3, and so forth.

(2) a. A teddy bear is standing on a skateboard in Times Square, before/after playing chemistry
with a friend.

b. A teddy bear is thinking of skateboarding in Times Square or playing chemistry with a
friend.

13This is not to say that it is impossible to add to the image elements that suggest nostalgia, or a specific reason.
There is a ratio between making the information unambiguous and cluttering the image that must be carefully
balanced.



Figure 3: Teddy bears doing chemistry. Source: DALL-E

As mentioned above, in the representation of a narrative the text needs to be segmented in a
sequence of images, and any image must be generated from the appropriate text segment. But
the image generation must be designed to preserve elements that should not vary from scene to
scene (the drawing style, the aspect and size of previously introduced objects). Solving image
consistency through time is a must for video generation, so it is a topic likely to receive a lot
of attention (recent attempts, like [35], start from stills and learn movements from untagged
videos), but the problem of connecting the text to the individual entities or events shown in an
artificially generated image is specific to I+L. The techniques proposed in the Deep Captioning
(see Sec. 2) and the Image Paragraph literature are relevant for this point: a very detailed
and structurally explicit textual description would allows reference to the individual objects
introduced in the image, and make possible editing instructions like “Remove the skateboard
from Fig. 2”. It could also be used to avoid repeating in the text elements that are obvious from
the image.

Fig. 4 illustrates a potential training path: a detailed textual description (b) is obtained from
an original image (a) via a pretrained I2T, then used by a pretrained T2I system to generate a
derived image (c) (at low-resolution, to keep the computation manageable; upscaling techniques
could be used for the final output, as in [20], [33]). The I2T phase could now be fine-tuned using
as error function the T-T distance between the description of the original image (b) and that
of the derived image (d). Alternatively (or concurrently), one could try to minimize a distance
metric (I-I) between the original image (a) and the derived one (d). This is obviously more
difficult, as the same textual description can generate very different images, but "different" does
not necessarily mean "incompatible": two pictures of the same object from different angles can
be graphically very different, yet serve the same purpose and be recognized as portraying “the
same” content. On the other hand, a nearly-identical framing of the same objects in different
styles can be disconcerting.



Figure 4: Pipeline schema for exhaustive image descriptions. Red lines are the distances to minimize
via I2T and T2I fine-tuning.

Ruiz at al. [33] and Gal et al. [36] describe systems to generate the same object in different
context, by associating a small set of specific images to a unique token identifier (for instance,
in [33], “[S]” is a unique identifier and the T2I is fine-tuned to associate “The [S] dog” to a
particular dog image, while preserving the association of “the dog” to a more diverse set of
dog images). The problem is how to do this starting from a single image, one which might
belong to the ground truth (the car that crashed in the narration of an actual accident), but
also be a decoration that the system has allucinated to fill up a realistic image (the ambulance,
the policemen). If the object has a familiar shape, one strategy might be to derived a set of 3D
views from it (see the technique in [37], but without its very narrow domain) and use these
views to condition the T2I. One obvious limit of this approach is that it would require repeated
fine-tuning of large T2I systems, as new objects appear and are picked up in the narration, so it
would be too slow for on-line deployment.

It is interesting to consider here the differences and similarities between humans, formal
representations of meaning and distribution-based representations, like all NN models. Humans
have no problem with the idea of persisting entities, be they physical objects or events, but
are also very good at forming general concepts or classes. Formal semantics, on the other
hand, has tackled the behavior of general classes of objects (types, or kinds in the terminology
of [38] or [39]) only after dealing with (quantified) token objects, and arguably with greater
difficulty. Distributional semantics has often been said to be more successful at capturing generic
knowledge (i.e. types; see [40]) rather than episodic events, or tokens [41]. The same seems to
apply in generation: T2I systems have no trouble generating individual tokens, but struggle
to generate the same token in a changing environment. This time, the problem is shared by
humans: a well-known difficulty for artists who start drawing comics is how to make each
character recognizable in different scenes.

5. Some linguistic issues

Even the ability to neatly split what can be rendered as images and to render it consistently
across scenes is no guarantee that we are doing a service to communication, or attention. There
is a vast cognitive psychology literature on the relation between language and vision (see [42]



for a particular linguistic strand, and [43]), on how images affect attention and how languages
could shape perception. This literature should inform some of the issues touched above: what is
the best proportion of language and images for any given style (technical instruction, question
answering, reports, storytelling, etc.), and whether the text should be written as subtitles, voiced
over, voiced between the images or suspended as a balloon, comics-syle.14

One important aspect is the possibility of training the I+L system to render graphically
features that are normally rendered by language alone. Consider for instance repeated entity
reference. Language is fond of introducing entity in the discourse, then go back to them using
pronouns or definite description; interpreting chains of reference is a complex issue in language
comprehension and production. A mini-discourse like (3) could be easily translated into a
correct sequence of pictures, but only if the referents of the boldfaced nouns are clear to the
system and can be made recognizable by the user.

(3) Two teddy bears are at a picnic table. One decides to chase a butterfly. The second one
runs after him. A third teddy bear occupies the picnic table left empty by them.

Suppose that the initial entities, two teddy bears, are first introduced graphically. Referring
back to them in the subsequent images may be done verbally, using a normal pronoun (they) or
a definite description (the teddy bears). In a I+L system, however, these linguistic devices could
also be supplemented with arrows or bounding boxes, by making the referent flash or unfocus
the background — useful signals if we are dealing with many objects of the same type, or if it is
unclear how to designate an object that has only been introduced graphically (“the thing on the
left”).

This is of course not the only way to put graphics to linguistic use. Another possibility is to
render the distinction between the true information that the I+L system is trying to convey and
any additional material. Consider for instance (4)

(4) Students were protesting against a judge.

Here a judge may be a very specific one (part of the ground truth: the face might be recognizable,
for instance); the bare plural students is non-specific, so the system would probably draw a
random assortment of persons. But the system would also be entitled to draw a background
(the place where the students were protesting, maybe some journalists). These additions are
reasonable but entirely made up, and not in the prompt. Do we want to distinguish graphically
what now looks like a three-way distinction in determination? (specific type and token: the
judge; specific type, not token: the students; non specific type or token: everything else). If the
answer is positive, the distinction must be carried out consistently in all subsequent scenes.
Once again, we do not have a dataset of generated images where objects that were explicitly
mentioned in the prompt can be visually distinguished from object that have been added by the
generation process, but creating it does not seem to be an impossible task. Going back to the
loop in Fig. 4, it should be possible to start from a prompt, generate an image from it (with T2I),
then caption it (with I2T). The goal is now to have a captioning system that separates what it
guesses to have been in the prompt from what has been added (a discriminator). With this in

14It is worth noting that voice-over narration is not very popular is modern cinematography, possibly on the account
that it breaks the narrative identification. Still, narrative identification may not be a desideratum in many uses of
I+L dialogue.



place, the T2I system could be fine-tuned to introduce changes in the image which keep the
image recognizable but increase the effectiveness of the discriminator. The desired result would
be images where aspects or object that have been hallucinated are recognizable to the naked
eye.

6. Conclusions

This piece is a call to arms for a new AI research task, the generation of mixed languages
and images in dialogue, which is starting to become possible due to advances in neighboring
tasks: text-to-text, image-to-image, text-to-image, image-to-text (in captioning), text+image-to-
image (in "guided" language generation), text+image-to-text (in VQA). The missing element,
text(+image)-to-text+image, is not absent by chance. While potentially useful (we do use images
in public presentations, we do have illustrated books and comics), it is a combination that our
species cannot produce at "on-line" speed: a speed sufficient for dialogue. The consequence is
that none of the many datasets accumulated by AI researchers can be directly used to train it,
though some (instructional videos, comics, film+storyline) could be the base to create useful
data. I have suggested that the output of text-to-text generation system (or more image-ready
language variants) could be pre-processed in a way that separates those parts that can be
converted into images or image sequences and those that need to remain voice or text. This
could be carried out, in part, using hand-picked linguistic features, but could maybe also be
derived from human-annotated data. The mix of language and images that would result raises a
number of difficult but interesting linguistic and psychological questions — in part as a result of
entering the territory of superhuman abilities.
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